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Granulator for the preparation of pellets in the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industry Pharma-Manager.com Online video of production and laboratory equipment from

leading manufacturers and suppliers of pharmaceutical industry.

OUR KEYWORDS: Equipment, catalog, pharmaceutical, technology, manufacturing, laboratory, GMP, news, pharmaceuticals, products, industry, plant, design, clean rooms,

gelatine capsule, vial, ampoule, tube, cap, capping, labeler, labeller, machine, tablet, press, tabletpress, pharma, filling, dispenser, pharma, packing, blister, marker, labeling,

printer, application, manual, capsule filling, capsule filler, sale, buy, photo, characteristics, sell, soldering, sealer, powder, granules, liquid, solid, soft, dry.

Our visitors will be able to see all processes how it is done. We also help you choose different kinds of pharmaceutical equipment – laboratory tablet press, rotary tablet press,

hydraulic press, granulators, mixers, drying, vacuum powder conveyor, blistering machines, packaging machines, capsule filling machines and many other kinds of equipment.

Our consultants will help with the discussion, selection, payment, and delivery of pharmaceutical equipment to your city. For over 17 years we have been working in this

industry for our customers.

Company CEO Mr. Roman Tsibulsky

Write: info@pharma-manager.com

Mobile phone WhatsApp +375-29-393-23-82

Skype: RomanTsibulsky

Sealing of ampoules technological process of sealing the neck of a glass ampoule after bottling of medicinal and chemical liquids. Automatic filling and sealing machines are

used, as well as laboratory desktop ampoule machines.

Gelatin the technological term used in the pharmaceutical manufacture of hard and soft capsules. Raw materials in the form of powder, partially hydrolyzed protein collagen,

a product of processing connective tissues of animals.

Capsules type of pharmaceutical products. Capsules are formed using gelatin, which forms the walls of the shell. They are used for dosage of medicinal preparation in solid

and liquid forms. Capsules are water-soluble.

Packing of ampoules the technological process in the pharmaceutical production of drugs. Automatic process of forming cells in plastic or cardboard packaging with the

filling of cells with glass ampoules with medicinal forms.

Pump dispenser type of pharmaceutical process equipment. Used for dosed supply of liquid materials in the manufacture of drugs. Dosers can work with liquids and viscous

pastes, gels, ointments.

Pharmaceutical company from Republic of Iraq.

Tablet Press type of pharmaceutical equipment. Used for the automatic production of tablets by pressing in molds of tablet mass. There is a large amount of tablet equipment:

laboratory tablet presses, rotary tablet presses, hydraulic and pneumatic models of tablet presses.

Meltdown analyzer type of laboratory pharmaceutical equipment for analysis of the melting process of suppositories. The device has a magnetic pump to create circulation of

the water flow, evenly distributes it through the system, and the «water bath» maintains the same temperature in the system.

Capsule counter type of pharmaceutical packaging equipment. Used for automatic packing of hard and soft gelatin capsules in plastic containers. Packing is carried out by the

number of pieces.

Pharmaceutical company from Ireland.
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OUR CATALOG OF PHARMACEUTICAL EQUIPMENT: Equipment for preparation and transportation of tablet mass; Early boring and product feeding equipment; Centrifuge

Sieve; Vibrating sieve for sieving powders and granules; Cone Pharmaceutical Mills; Pharmaceutical hammer mills; Pellet mixers for industrial production; Fluid Bed Pellet

Dryers; Bins for storing tablets, powders and pellets; Bin mixers for powders and granules; Laboratory pharmaceutical equipment; Industrial equipment for medicine
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Demonstration of equipment for the

production of tablets, solid gelatin

capsules, soft gel capsules, dragee,

granules, powder, cream, ointment,

suspension, liquid medicines,

suppositories, gel.

Los Angeles, CA, U.S.
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